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Summary
This article focuses on a series of exper-
iments that demonstrate how gang evidence
can have a clear prejudicial effect on juror
decision-making. Moreover, the data from.
these studies shows that when gang evidence
is introduced, jurors will often ignore reason-
able doubt and convict a defendant who has
been depicted as a bad actor by virtue of his
association with a gang. Eisen et al. refer to
this effect as "reverse [jury] nullification."
Perhaps most concerning is that deliberations
analyses shows that when gang evidence was
1 M.L. Eisen, D.M. Gomes, L. Wandry, D. Drachman,
A. Clemente, & C. Groskopf, Examining the Prejudicial Ef-
fects of Gang Evidence on Jurors, J. FORENSIC PSYCHOL. PRAC.
(2013),[hereinafter Eisen, et. al., Study 3].
introduced, verdicts were often based on the
defendant's apparent criminal history, despite
the fact that no evidence of criminal history
had been revealed at trial. Thus, the assump-
tion of prior bad acts must have been inferred
through the defendant's association with a
street gang, and the gang's criminal activi-
ties as described. by the gang expert. When a
crime is indisputably gang-related and there
is no doubt about the defendant's gang af-
filiation, the presentation of gang evidence
is often necessary to prove the government's
case. However, these issues are not always so
clear. Based on this data, we argue that the
inclusion of gang evidence at trial should face
greater scrutiny by courts, and in cases where
the charged offense is not indisputably gang
related, the burden of proving the importance
of presenting this class of prejudicial evidence
to the triers of fact should be shifted to the
prosecution.
Introduction
Gang enhancements are being used
with increasing frequency around the United
States. In one state, these enhancements can
add up to ten years on sentencing for serious
crimes.2 Many people agree that increased
penalties for crimes committed in the ser-
vice of a gang are necessary for punishment,
protection of the public, and the potential
for deterrence. However, the data from the
experiments described in this paper demon-
2 See, e.g., CAL. PENAL CODE § 186.21.
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strates that when gang charges are presented
to a jury, it not only increases the penalty for
the crime, but also provides an unintended
secondary effect of informing the jury that by
virtue of the gang membership, the defendant
is also involved in criminal conduct indepen-
dent of the specific offense(s) being charged.'
In this article, we examine new data
showing how the presentation of evidence
related to the defendants' gang affiliation can
affect juror verdicts. We also explore some
specific arguments about how gang evidence
can be a potent extralegal factor that can have
a significant prejudicial effect on jurors' per-
ceptions of a defendant's culpability.7 Because
there is a great deal of prosecutorial discretion
in charging gang enhancements, as well as
judicial discretion in allowing that evidence to
be presented before a jury, it is important that
all actors in the criminal justice system, in-
cluding legal practitioners and judges, under-
stand the potential prejudicial effect that gang
evidence might have on the triers of fact.
GULTY VERD OTS IN THE C ONDITON WERE FAR GREATER THAN
NOT-UILT VERT NEALY A TEE-TO-ONE MARG N
can affect juror decision making in general.
Finally, we introduce the concept of reverse
jury nullification, where jurors focus on the
character of the defendant over the details
of the prosecution's case, and may disregard
reasonable doubt when faced with the choice
of locking up a dangerous gang member or
sending him back into the community.
I. The Probative Value of Gang Evidence:
When is Such Evidence Actually Needed?
There is a substantial body of research
in social science literature demonstrating
the biasing effects of defendant characteris-
tics on juror decision-making. For example,
studies have found that a defendant's race,
attractivenessD and even employment status
can affect juror judgments. More recently,
data has further indicated that gang affiliation
3 Eisen et. al., supra note 1.
4 T. Mitchell, R. Haw, J. Pfeifer, & C. Meissner,
Racial Bias in Mock Juror Decision Making: A Meta Analytic
Review ofDefendant Treatment, 6 LAW & HUM. BEHAV. 621-
637 (2005).
5 D.A. Abwender & K. Hough, Interactive Effects of
Characteristics ofDefendant and Mock Juror on U.S. Par-
ticipants'Judgment and Sentencing Recommendations, 141 J.
SOCIAL PSYCHOL. 603, 615 (2001).
6 B.F. Reskin & C.A. Visher, The Impacts ofEvidence
and Extralegal Factors in Jurors'Decisions, 20 LAw & Soc'Y
REV. 423-438 (1986).
In many cases, the defendant's involve-
ment with gang activity is not in dispute and
the gang evidence is central to the charges be-
ing prosecuted. This is unquestionably true in
crimes where the perpetrators announce their
affiliation as part of the criminal act, or in
instances when the crime is being committed
to fill the gang's coffers. In many cases, the ex-
amination surrounding the alleged crime will
start with the question, "Where are you from?"
indicating that the acts that follow were clearly
done either in service of, or for the benefit
of the gang. In these types of cases, the jury
must hear the gang evidence because it is
necessary to establish motive and it is clearly
material to the charges at hand. However, in
other cases, the gang related nature of the
charged offense may be in some dispute, and/
or the defendant's active gang status may be in
question. In these cases, the prosecutor and
the judge must carefully balance the potential
probative value of the gang evidence against
the prejudicial effect it may have on the triers
of fact.
A. Study One: What happens when jurors
hear the defendant is associated with a gang
The Evidence: Three hundred and
7 Eisen et. al., Study 3, supra n. 1, at 1-13.
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fifteen mock jurors watched one of three ver-
sions of a simulated trial that included opening
and closing arguments by the prosecution and.
defense, along with direct and cross examina-
tions of the investigating officer and the victim/
eyewitness.' The fact pattern centered around
an eyewitness case, where the evidence was de-
signed to be weak and equivocal:9 there was an
argument over a woman at a bar that resulted in
the victim being stabbed.o The three versions
of the trial differed only in regard to the men-
tion of the defendant's gang association." Gang
association was manipulated by having the de-
fendant described as
either having been
seen hanging out with
gang members on the
night of the incident
(gang affiliate), or be-
ing a documented
gang member with
a gang tattoo (gang
member).I In the
Control Trial, there
was no mention of
any gang or gang af-
filiation."
Results: As predicted, when testimony
on gang affiliation was introduced, guilty
verdicts increased significantly." Specifically,
when the prosecutor argued in the gang affili-
ation trial that the defendant had been seen
hanging out with gang members on the night
of the crime, convictions increased signifi-
cantly from forty-four percent in the non-gang
trial to fifty-nine percent when affiliation was
discussed. It is important to note that there
was no assertion of actual gang membership
in the gang affiliation trial. Rather, the defen-
8 M.L. Eisen, The Biasing Effect of Gang Evidence on
Juror Decisions, (July 19, 2009), available at http://ssrn.com/
abstract=1436222 [hereinafter, Eisen, Study 1].






15 Eisen, Study 1, supra n. 12.
dant's mere association with gang members on
the night of the incident was enough to drive
up guilty verdicts by fifteen percent. When
the defendant was described as a self-admitted
member with a gang tattoo, guilty verdicts
increased to sixty-three percent.6
This first study showed that gang
evidence had a prejudicial effect on juror
decision-making; however, it was not clear
how powerful this effect was or what actually
caused the increase in guilty verdicts. It is




enough to push the
mock jurors over






jurors to the point
where they were
ready to ignore rea-
sonable doubt in order to convict a defendant
who was perceived. to be a bad actor by virtue
of his gang affiliation. Unfortunately, the data
from the initial study could not be used to
test this latter hypothesis, because reasonable
doubt was not clearly established. Rather, the
evidence was designed to be equivocal to start
with, resulting in over forty percent of the
mock jurors voting guilty even when there was
no mention of gangs.
Further, the simulation in this case
lacked a few key elements that may have lim-
ited the study's applied value. For instance,
jurors did not deliberate in panels; thus, it is
possible that deliberations may have washed
out biases that some participants came to the
table with. Also, jurors were not read standard
j ury instructions that would have directed
them in how to weigh the evidence and argu-
ments presented. Therefore, it is possible that
16 Id
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properly instructing the jurors could have af-
fected the way they voted. Moreover, in a typi-
cal gang trial, jurors hear extensive testimony
from a gang expert who describes in great
detail how the gang is a criminal organization
whose main goal is to terrorize the community
at large. Thus, given the results of the afore-
mentioned study, simply hearing such testi-
mony from a gang expert could have a potent
effect on jurors' perceptions of the defendant.
B. Study Two: Will jurors still convict a
gang member when reasonable doubt is
clear?
In the second
study, Eisen, Dotson ONCE A
and Dohi" designed an
experiment to address IS ALT LV -
the issues raised above.
A new simulated trial
was filmed for this study
that involved an armed [N T
robbery of an intoxicat-
ed victim who had just
left a bar at i:oo a.m.' _ L I
In this trial, the defense
attorney and prosecutor were played by superi-
or court judges who had worked for many years
as prosecutors in the hardcore gang unit before
taking the bench. The victim/eyewitness was
played by an actor, and the investigating officer
who also testified as the government's gang ex-
pert was played by a Sheriff's deputy who fre-
quently provided gang testimony for the Dis-
trict Attorney's Office in Los Angeles County'9
The Evidence: This new trial was de-
signed to establish clear reasonable doubt...
The investigating officer testified that several
days after the event occurred, he and his partner
had located the car associated with the robbery
and that the owner of the vehicle was caught
having possession of the stolen property and the
17 M.L. Eisen, B.M. Dotson, & G. Dohi, Probative or
Prejudicial: Can Gang Evidence Trump Reasonable Doubt?




gun used during the commission of the crime."
The jurors heard testimony that this man con-
fessed to his involvement in the robbery and
that his case was settled through a plea agree-
ment prior to the current trial." The investi-
gating officers testified that the defendant was
one of several men seen hanging around the
car listening to music when the police pulled
up to make the arrest." The defendant became
a suspect solely by virtue of his association with
the actual culprit: hanging out and listening to
music with the main suspect when the police
arrived.24 Further, the defendant was a young
Hispanic male wearing a sleeveless white un-







facts alone, the police
N THA\ IS decided to put his
picture in a six-pack
T AT photo array to show
the witness (despite
the fact that the defen-
dant did not match the
victim's description of
the suspect)." Most notably, the defendant
was covered in tattoos on his arms, chest, and
neck; and although the victim described the
robber as wearing a sleeveless under shirt,
he did not report seeing any tattoos.'- Jurors
heard testimony that the witness studied the
six-pack for some time and ultimately told
the investigating officer that he believed the
defendant's face 'looked similar' to the second
robber.' There was no evidence of any sort
linking the defendant o the crime itself aside
from the very hesitant identification from a
photo lineup and uncertain in-court iden-
tification by an eyewitness who admitted to
21 Id.
22 Id.
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drinking heavily on the night of the incident.9
Two-h.undred-twelve undergraduate
psychology students participated in this study
and were randomly assigned to watch one of
two trials, where they either saw a version of
the trial with no mention of gang evidence, or
they heard evidence of the defendant's gang
status.. The gang evidence was introduced
through the investigating officer who also
provided testimony as a gang expert.3 ' The
officer testified that he knew the defendant to
be a long time member of a well-known local
criminal street gang that was known for ter-
rorizing the community through intimidation,
extortion, and murder."
Prior to viewing the trial, participants
were told that they would see a video of a con-
densed trial and that they were being asked to
act as a juror in this matter." The following
pretrial instructions from the California Crim-
inal Jury Instructions (CALCRIM) were used:
no. no (trial process); no. 102 (note taking); no.
io3 (reasonable doubt); and no. 104 (evidence).
Following the trial, jurors were read a
set of CALCRIM post-trial instructions.` As
with the pretrial procedure, the instructions
were played from an audio recording, while
participants read along on printed copies.
The following CALCRIM instructions were
used: no. 3oo (all available evidence); no. 3oi
(single witness's testimony); no. 315 (eyewitness
identification); no. 16oo (robbery defined); no.
16o3 (intent of aider and abettor in a robbery
case); no. 35oo (unanimity); and no. 355o (pre-
deliberation instructions). In addition, in the
gang trial, CALCRIM instruction no. i4oi titled
"Felony or Misdemeanor committed for the
benefit of criminal street gang" was used.





34 Judicial Counsel of California Criminal Jury Instruc-
tions (2014), available at http://www.courts.ca.gov/partners/
docurnents/calcrimjuryins.pdf.
35 Eisen, Study 2, supra note 18.
After watching the trial, participants
were asked to indicate how they would vote
if they were asked to render a verdict "right
now," and to make sure they voted as if they
were participating as an actual juror in a real
case, assuming the defendant was from their
own general urban community. After that,
participants were assigned to groups ranging
HF NTR[U ON OF ANG
LGENRE MAY GONVEY TO
JURRS HA THE IEFENAN,
1, KK NV OLVWD uNTHER
OR~~NA ATh/.IT BY VIRTU[E
OF i; AN M 1FM RHP
in size from four to seven, and listened to an
audio recording of standard CALCRIM jury
instructions for deliberation that asked them
to deliberate and come to a unanimous ver-
dict."
The Results: When participants were
polled prior to deliberations, guilty verdicts
in the gang condition were far greater than
not-guilty verdicts by nearly a three-to-one
margin, with thirty-three percent of the par-
ticipants voting guilty when gang evidence was
introduced compared with only twelve percent
voting guilty when no gang evidence was pre-
sented. The twenty-one percent increase in
guilty verdicts in the gang trial prior to delib-
erations is comparable to the nineteen percent
boost found in Study One." After delibera-
tions, none of the mock jurors voted guilty in
the no gang trial.9 However, ten percent of
the mock jurors voted guilty after delibera-
tions in the gang trial.40 The fact that no one
36 Id.
37 Id.
38 Eisen, Study 1, supra n. 12.
39 Eisen, Study 2, supra n. 18.
40 Id.
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in the no gang trial voted guilty after delibera-
tions provides strong support for the notion
that this case was so weak that reasonable
doubt had been clearly established. It ap-
peared that the mock jurors who continued to
vote guilty in the gang trial after deliberations
ignored reasonable doubt and voted to convict
the defendant based solely on the fact that he
was a member of a criminal street gang. One
hundred percent of the participants who voted
guilty after deliberations reported that the
gang issue played a role in their decision, and
the defendant's gang affiliation was discussed
during the deliberations of each panel where
any mock juror voted guilty.,'
This study clearly demonstrates that
panels of mock jurors who considered gang
evidence often continued to vote guilty de-
spite the presence of clear reasonable doubt.*
Most of the college students at this urban
institution in East Los Angeles who partici-
pated in this study grew up in neighborhoods
where their classmates and neighbors either
hung out with gang members or joined gangs
themselves at a young age. In this respect, the
sample used was likely not representative of
typical jury panels, thus, we would expect the
prejudicial effect of the gang evidence to be
much stronger among individuals who come
from areas where their exposure to gang cul-
ture is more limited. Moreover, many of the
participants reported that they did not see the
crime as being that serious, because no one
was physically injured. To address this latter
issue of violence, a new study was conducted
that involved a far more serious offense.
C. Study Three: Are jurors more likely to
ignore reasonable doubt and convict the
defendant when a child is killed?
This third study was designed to de-
termine if mock jurors would be more likely
to convict a defendant in a case where a self-
41 Id.
42 It is always possible, however, that the modest
number of guilty verdicts in the gang trial may have been due
in part to the characteristics of the mock jurors used in this
sample.
46 Washington College of Law Fall 2014
admitted gang member allegedly committed a
violent act, but reasonable doubt was clearly
established.3 To accomplish this task we
filmed a new simulated trial using the same
judges as attorneys and identical gang testimo-
ny.'44 However, we changed the crime to where
one of the combatants was shot to death and
a stray bullet killed a twelve-year old child
sleeping in her home.45
Two-hundred-thirty-five undergraduate
psychology students from a large state univer-
sity located in Los Angeles, California partici-
pated in this study. The participants ranged in
age from eighteen to thirty-five and varied in
ethnicity, with the majority describing them-
selves as Latino.' This distribution generally
reflects the ethnic representation in the uni-
versity as well as the surrounding geographic
area.
The Evidence: The crime involved a
fight over a girl at a party on the front lawn of
a house party.c An eyewitness testified that
his friend was fighting over a girl with another
attendee of the party.' He stated that his
friend was beating the other guy badly, and
that at one point an unknown Hispanic male
wearing a hoody fired several shots from the
street nearby.49 His friend and girlfriend were
both shot, and a stray bullet hit a twelve-year
old girl who was sleeping in the house.So Both
his friend and the child died; his girlfriend
was injured badly but survived the shooting."
According to all accounts, the shooter fled in a
white four-door Honda or Toyota.52 The in-
vestigating officer, who was played by a retired
police chief, testified that while investigating
the case, he discovered that the defendant
43 Dotson, B. Unpublished Thesis. Effects of Belief in a
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was associated with a white car; however, it
was a Mazda, not a Toyota or Hionda." Also,
the car was not a four-door, but rather a two-
door. Additionally, although the defendant
had access to the car, the car belonged to his
girlfriend's grandmother. 4 There was no other
direct or circumstantial evidence linking the
defendant to the crime. Based on this weak
investigative lead, the officer put the defen-
dant's picture in a six-pack photo array, but
the victim was unable to identify him."" Ac-
cording to testimony at a simulated trial, the
defendant was then put into a live lineup,
where the witness provided a tentative identi-
fication by noting that the defendant "looked
familiar," which changed when the witness
as he would in an actual case. , In addition,
participants indicated how confident they
were in their verdict on a scale of zero to ioo,
and were asked to provide the reasons for
their verdict.co' They were then asked to place
their responses in a cardboard box in the front
of the room, and were reassured that all re-
sponses were anonymo us.6 , Participants were
also given a second sheet of paper titled "Trial
Questionnaire."6 - On this form, they provided
their age, gender, race, and also answered four
questions about the case as a manipulation
check, to make sure that the participants were
paying attention.' One of the questions asked
what the defendant was charged with. Seven
participants could not answer this question
TH ATA FROM,. THESE STUDIES SHOW THAT THE AMS~NO
GANGEV~FFNK AN SRVEAS A HA0 K DOO FOR A[M !TTNGIE' DENC
OFPRPW~~NLCONDUCT WIYHOU HAV NG TO _j ET T
STANDARD, DES_',GNEO TO LIMITH i S EVIDENCE
testified at trial that he was oo% confident in
the identification.6
Post-trial Procedures: The procedures
here were identical to those used in Study
Two.7 Following the presentation of the trial
video and the post-trial jury instructions,
participants were asked to indicate how they
would vote if they had to render a verdict
at that moment, before deliberating, and to
make sure they voted as if they were an actual
juror in a real case and the defendant was
from their own general urban community.58
As in the first two studies, participants were
also told to assume that the defendant would
return to their community if found not guilty,




57 Eisen, Study 2, supra n. 18.
58 Dotson unpublished thesis, supra n. 43.
correctly and were dropped from the sample.
The remaining participants were then
assigned to jury panels ranging in size from
four to seven members, and listened to an
audio recording of standard CAL CRIM jury
instructions for deliberation that asked them
to deliberate and come to a unanimous ver-
dict. The following CALCRIM post-trial
instructions were used: 35oo unanimity and
355o pre-deliberation instructions.
After deliberations, each participant
was given a form titled "Post- deliberation
verd.ict form.64 The instructions on the form
read as follows: "Now that you have had the






64 Dotson unpublished thesis, supra n. 43.
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would like you to vote one more time. It is
assumed that you kept an open mind during
the deliberations and considered your fellow
jurors' perspectives." Participants were then
asked to indicate how they voted and to rate
their confidence in the verdict.6 ` The partici-
pants were also asked if they had reached a
unanimous verdict, and if so, to indicate how
long it took them. to reach the verdict, and the
reasons for that verdict. Finally, participants
were asked if they had any prior knowledge of
this study from discussions with other stu-
dents.66 If they reported having prior knowl-
edge of the study, their data were dropped
from the sample. Thirteen students were
dropped for this reason. After completing the
evidence on juror verdicts found across these
three studies. Eisen et al., (2oi3) proposed that
this effect is likely driven at least in part by a
confirmation bias. According to this theory,
once a negative stereotype is activated, people
often seek information that is consistent with
that stereotype."' Simply notifying the jury
that the defendant is a member of a criminal
street gang involved in violent crime suggests
to the jurors that the defendant is a danger to
society, independent of the evidence offered.
According to this model, once this bias is in-
stilled, the jurors may then filter the evidence
presented through the negative stereotype
that has been activated, attending most closely
to information that confirms the established
GANG EVIENCE CN HVE A ANT REJ A FET N
JURORS' PERCEPT ONS OF THE DEFENI AN A1ULTMATY ON THEHF
DEC SONS OF GUILT VERSUS NNOCENCE
questionnaire, the participants were debriefed
as a group.
The Results: As hypothesized, increas-
ing the severity of the offense from robbery
to murder led to a corresponding increase in
guilty verdicts in the gang condition from ten
percent in Study Two, to nineteen percent in
Study Three.6; Taken together, these studies
show the prejudicial power of gang evidence
in persuading jurors to vote guilty- even in
cases where reasonable doubt was clearly
established. The findings from Study Three
are particularly interesting, since the charges
involved were not gang related; rather, the
shooting was motivated by a fight over a wom-
an at a house party.
II. Why is gang evidence so prejudicial?
There are several potential explana-




bias activated by the label "gang member."
III. Can charging the crime as gang related
provide a back door method for admitting
evidence of prior bad acts?
Confirmation bias is likely compounded
by the fact that the introduction of gang evi-
dence may convey to jurors that the defendant
is likely involved in other criminal activity by
virtue of his gang membership. Since gang
experts often describe a gang's primary activi-
ties as involving extortion, drug dealing, in-
timidation, and murder, the inference is made
that the defendant is also likely engaged in at
least some-if not all -of these activities given
his gang involvement. In fact, in Study Two,
all of the jurors who voted guilty in the gang
condition indicated that their verdicts were
based at least in part on the defendant's prior
criminal history or gang involvement.69 How-
68 D. Frey, Recent Research on Selective Exposure to
Information, in ADVANCES IN EXPERIMENTAL SOCIAL PSYCHOL-
OGY 41-80 (19th ed. 1986).
69 Eisen, Study 2, supra n. 18.
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ever, no prior criminal history was revealed at
trial. Thus, the assumption of prior criminal
acts must have been inferred through the
defendant's association with the gang and the
gang's criminal activities, as described by the
gang expert.
This finding may have important le-
gal implications for the admission of such
evidence. In many states, prior criminal his-
tory of the defendant can be admitted into
evidence, if, and only if, the court determines
that the prior conduct is consistent with the
actions charged in that case.o However, since
the prejudicial value of this type of evidence is
intuitively clear, the admission of such evi-
dence must be vetted by the court through
an evidentiary hearing to determine if the
prior conduct shows a pattern of behavior
consistent with the charged crime that can
be considered by the jury. When the admis-
sion of this evidence is allowed, the court is
essentially ruling that the prej udicial nature
of the evidence is outweighed by its proba-
tive value of demonstrating the defendant's
propensity to take part in conduct similar to
what is being charged in this particular case.'
Thus, the data from these studies show that
the admiission of gang evidence can serve as
a back door for admitting evidence of prior
criminal conduct without having to meet the
standards designed to limit this evidence that
would normally be veted by the court hearing
the case.
However, alerting jurors to the de-
fendant's previous criminal conduct even in
concert with confirmation bias does not fully
explain why jurors would vote to convict the
defendant in a case where reasonable doubt
has clearly been established. To explain this,
the authors introduced the concept of reverse
nullification.
70 CAL. EVID. CODE, § 1101(b) (permitting evidence of
prior bad acts in order to prove certain specified things, such
as identity, motive, or lack of accident).
71 Id. § 1100 et seq.
IV. Reverse Nullification
Jury nullification occurs when jurors
disregard the law and acquit legally guilty, but
morally acceptable defendants.72 In nullifica-
tion cases, jurors spend a significant portion
of their time discussing the defendant's moral
characteristics.7' Although most research on
jury nullification has dealt with acquitting
legally guilty but perhaps morally innocent
defendants, 74 when jurors follow their con-
science and personal sense of justice, it is also
possible for jury nullification to occur in the
reverse direction. In such instances, jurors
would understand that reasonable doubt ex-
ists, but knowingly ignore this and neverthe-
less convict a defendant that they believe to
be potentially innocent of the charged offense,
but morally corrupt, dangerous to society, or
otherwise deserving of punishment.
As noted earlier, an examination of the
content of deliberations made by the groups
who voted guilty in Studies Two and Three
revealed that discussions of the defendants'
gang membership and inferred criminal histo-
ry were prominent across panels and played. a
central role in their ultimate verdict. The idea
is that if the defendant is portrayed as a dan-
gerous member of a violent street gang, and is
viewed as an obvious threat to the community,
then many ordinary people would agree that
locking him up is an action that has genuine
merit and may be the morally correct choice,
whereby th.e ends ultimately justify the means.
This situation meets the conceptualization of
nullification as an instance of common sense
justice as described by Finkel; that is, ". . .what
ordinary people think the law ought to be."',
72 I.A. Horowitz & T.E. Willging, Changing Views of
Jury Power: The Nullification Debate, 1787-1988, 15 LAW &
Hum. BEHAV. 165 (1991).
73 I.A. Horowitz, The effects of nullification instruction
on verdicts and jury functioning in criminal trials, 9 LAW &
HuM. BEHAv. 25 (1985).
74 I.A. Horowitz, N.L Kerr, E.S. Park, & C. Gockel,
Chaos in the courtroom reconsidered: Emotional bias and
jury nullification, 30 LAw & HUM. BEHAV. 163 (2006).
75 NORMAN J. FINKEL, COMMONSENSE JUSTICE: JURORS'
NOTIONS OF THE LAW (1995).
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Eisen et al. (2014) points out that ap-
plying the reverse nullification argument to
explain these data meets the criteria for jury
nullification laid out by Finkel.76 Most notably,
reasonable doubt was clearly established and
the correct verdict- acquittal -was an actual
option for the jury. In Studies Two and Three,
described above, an understanding of reason-
able doubt was established the same way it is
done in any actual trial, through reading legal
instructions to jurors. Moreover, the fact that
only one person out of almost three hundred
participants voted guilty in the no-gang con-
ditions across the two studies, indicates that
reasonable doubt was clearly established, and
the standard was understood by most all of
the participants.77
V. Conclusion
In conclusion, the data from this series
of experiments clearly shows that gang evi -
dence can have a significant prejudicial effect
on jurors' perceptions of the defendant, and
ultimately on their decisions of guilt versus in-
nocence. Most notably, the data from Studies
Two and Three demonstrate that introducing
gang evidence can lead jurors to vote guilty
even when reasonable doubt has been clearly
established. Moreover, Study Three showed
that this effect is most potent when the crime
is more serious (murder versus robbery).
In light of this new research, it may be
worth reevaluating how gang evidence should
be handled moving forward. As it stands, the
decision to admit gang evidence is generally
a matter of prosecutorial discretion. If the
prosecutor decides to proffer a theory that the
crime was committed in service of the gang,
then they can unilaterally decide to include
gang evidence as part of their case. This puts
the burden of arguing to exclude this class of
prejudicial evidence squarely on the shoulders
of the defense. The defendant may seek to
bifurcate the trial on the gang enhancement
76 Norman J. Finkel, Commonsense Justice and Jury
Instructions: Instructive and Reciprocation Connections, 6
PSYCHOL., PUB. POL'Y, & L. 59 (2000).
77 See Eisen, et. al., Study 3, n. 1.
from the trial on the underlying charges or
even move to exclude the gang evidence all to-
gether. In either case, in order to successfully
block the prosecution from presenting gang
evidence to the jurors, the defense must prove
the prejudicial nature of the evidence. How-
ever, the data from the studies reported here
demonstrates that the prejudicial nature of
gang evidence is clear in and of itself. If one
were to accept the apriori prejudicial value
of this evidence, then perhaps the burden of
arguing for the inclusion or exclusion of gang
class of evidence is misplaced, and should be
shifted. Following this logic, if the prosecu-
tion wanted to introduce gang evidence at
trial, they would need to argue that the proba-
tive value of the evidence outweighs it's inher-
ent prejudicial effect. Thus, gang evidence
would be treated much like evidence of prior
criminal conduct; with the understanding
that it is likely to be prejudicial, but may also
be probative for the jurors to understand the
defendant's predisposition towards the type of
behavior charged in the crime.
As noted earlier, there is no doubt that
gang evidence is often central to the crime,
and necessary for the jurors to understand the
motive involved. However, in other cases, the
gang related elements of the case are more
questionable, and may not be essential for the
triers' of fact to evaluate the defendant's guilt.
In these instances, it is important for the
courts to understand that the prejudicial ef-
fect of gang related testimony might be much
greater than previously believed.
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BUT THE RESULT S THE SAME:
FEDERAL PROSECUTIONS THAT
WOULD LEAD TO CONVICTIONS
ARE TURNED DOWN NEEDLESSLY.
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